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ABSTRACT
The concept of women's empowerment is well received by all sectors of society, but the fact is that this
word is not applied everywhere. This truth can be easily exposed to the presence of women employed in
the corporate sector in the public or private sector the issues faced are always ignored being Indian
women have found it difficult to overcome traditional and orthodox view of society towards women,
where the society view and culture makes a nature of work has traditionally meant that female
representation is much smaller than that of men the percentage represented by women is also facing
many harassments depending on who stand for themselves are known and stands with standards based
on cases the women is compressed or forcibly thrown out of service. The representation of women in
sectors such as IT, corporate trainings, teaching, airhostess, receptionists, marketing, etc., most
important blind faith in religion and daras and other religious satang’s women’s are harassed recently
seen in many cases, famous case ram Rahim found guilt, swami nityanad which changed the society
believes at some extent only during the period of time of news again it stands at same stage. This is quite
clear from the statistics that the representation of women in upper house is only around 11% of the total
strength. This article is an attempt to reveal the hidden truth that the relationship of women with the total
employed in small industries, in crafts or more precisely in the small sector around 30%, but at the same
time this relationship is more disturbed than the level of responsibility and the position of work increases
in the hierarchy of the company. Therefore, in this article the main concern is to reveal this disparity and
identify the area in which the representation of women in the labor market is increasing. The
representation of women in the public sector is expected to advance, since the presentation of the
women's bill is just around the corner in both the upper and lower parts of parliament. This is almost
over, since the decision to introduce the law on women is unanimous, but there are still some obstacles to
face. This article also covers the statistics of specific business sectors, such as IT and the stock market,
and a comparison between the corporate sector and the minuscule sector with respect to the relationship
between women and the total number of employees. The representation of women in government sector in
expected to move upward, as the presentation of woman bill is just round the corner in both the houses
upper and lower of the parliament. This is almost done, as the decision of introducing women bill is
unanimous, but still some impediments are there to cope up. This article also covers the statistics of
specific corporate sectors like IT and stock market and a comparison between corporate sector and tiny
sector as far as the ratio of women to total employee is concern.
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